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Notes on the Naming of Higher Taxa, with Special Reference to the

Phylum (or Class) Nematoda

(Commission Reference : Z.N.(S.) 1242)

By ELLSWORTHC. DOUGHERTY

(Department of Physiology, School of Medicine, and Laboratory of Comparative

Physiology and Morphology* of the Kaiser Foundation, University of California,

Berkeley, California, U.S.A.)

(Enclosure to a letter dated 8th March 1958)

For a previous communication from Dr. Dougherty, see

Document 25/4 (: 523-539 of the present volume)

Mr. Francis Hemming has advised me that he regards excerpts from letters

sent by me to Dr. Benjamin G. Chitwood in November 1957 as suitable for

pubUcation in the volume (Volume 15) of The Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature,

set aside for the agenda of the London Colloquium. I had sent carbon copies

of these excerpts to Mr. Hemming by way of illustrating certain of the general

problems connected with determining the names of " higher " zoological taxa

(i.e., of the Order/Class- and Phylum-Groups) and also by way of acquainting

him with the specific problems posed by the Phylum (or Class) known generally

as the Nematoda, although also called the Nemata by a few zoologists, of

whom Dr. Chitwood is the most distinguished and articulate.

2. It was my suggestion that this material, suitably edited, might be

usefully published in the Bulletin. Dr. Chitwood, to whom the proposal

was simultaneously made known, \iTote to me strong disapproval of this

idea, for he felt —and with reason, as I then reahzed —that his view-point

* Contribution no. 17

Bull. zool. Nomencl, Vol. 15, Quadruple-Part 25/28, May 1958.
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would not get fair hearing if my position alone were published. However, this

objection is met by his being given, at this same time (Chitwood, 1958 : 860
herein), the oportunity to present that position.

3. By way of general explanation of the following excerpts I should first of

all point out that the letters from which they were derived were written at a time

when I was collaborating with Dr. Chitwood in a paper designed to reclassify

the nematodes (what he prefers to call nemas). Subsequently he terminated

the collaboration, and no joint paper of this sort is now contemplated.

Therefore, reference to such pubUcation in the following excerpts should be
ignored. Wenevertheless remain in a fully co-operative relationship, and our

differences with respect to nematode classification reflect disageement at a

scientific, not a personal level.

4. Citations to names and to other scientific matters made in the following

excerpts are documented in the Ust of " References " at the end of the last

excerpt. Footnotes clarifjdng certain points have been added and are

numbered consecutively.

5. In summary, I wish to state that I personally favor the foUowmg names
for the three highest taxa of Nematodes because I feel that they best serve the

goal of stabihty and universaUty of nomenclatural usage (authors are cited

according to conventions* used in Appendices III and V of the letter of 16th

November 1957, to Dr. Chitwood) :

Phylum Nematoda [([Rudolphi, 1808] Diesing, 1861) Lankester, 1877]

Potts, 1932.

Partial synonymy. —§Nematoidea Rudolphi, 1808 (Ordo —pp. 197, 198) ;

§Nematoda Diesing, 1861 (Ordo —p. 598) ;
§Nematoidea Lankester,

1877 (Phylum— p. 449) ; Nemates Cobb, 1919 (Phylum— p. 214) ;

Nematoda Potts, 1932 (Phylum x pp. ix, [214]) ; Nemata Pearse,

1936 (Phylum— p. 10).

Class Secernentea ([von Linstow, 1905)] Chitwood, 1958.

Partial synonymy. —§Secernentes von Linstow, 1905 (Ordnung —p. 272);

Phasmidia E.G. & M. B. Chitwood, 1933 (Subclass— p. 130; non
[inter alia] Phasmida Krausse & Wolff, 1919 [Ordnung —̂p. 157]) ;

Phasmidea Pearse, 1936 (Class —p. 10) ; Secernentes M.B. & B. G.

Chitwood, 1940 ([Subclass or Class]— p. 127) ; Secernentea B. G.

Chitwood, 1958 (Class— p. ).

* Dr. Chitwood originated tlie idea of using square brackets to indicate changes in spelHng
from the original ; I have elaborated it somewhat and added the symbols : §. $, %, and j. (E.C.D.)
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Class Aphasmidia [(B. G. & M. B. Chitwood, 1933)] Pearse, 1936.

Partial synonymy. —§Adenophori von Linstow, 1905 (Ordnung —p. 273)

;

Aphasmidia B.G. & M. B. Chitwood, 1933 (Subclass— p. 130) ;

Aphasmidea Pearse, 1936 (Class —p. 10) ; Adenophori M. B. &
B. G. Chitwood, 1940 ([Subclass or Class] —p. 132) ; Adenophorea
B. G. Chitwood, 1958 (Class— p. ).

Complete citations for all the foregoing names are to be found in the list of
" References ". These names occur without (in most cases) complete

documentation in the following excerpts ; however, citation in the foregoing

lists suppUes that documentation. It is to be noted that the case of Phasmidia

or Phasmidea, the commonly used name of a subclass or class of Nematodes,

presents the kind of homonymy (with the order Phasmida Krausse & Wolff,

1919) that, according to ir68(2) of the Copenhagen Decisions . . . (1953 : 42),

should be brought to the attention of the International Commission. Likewise

several homonymous series exist in the Nematoda, of which an example cited

further on (in Appendix III of the letter of 16th November 1957) comprises

Spiruria Pearse, 1942 (Class— p. 146)—Spirurida [Fihp'ev, 1929] Chitwood,

1933 (Order— p. 131 ; syn. Spirurata Filip'ev, 1929 : Order—p. 282)—
Spirurina [Railhet & Henry, 1915] Pearse, 1936 (Suborder —p. 10 ; sjoi.

Spirurata RailUet & Henry, 1915 : Sous-ordre —p. 274). (See also footnote

no. 11.) These cases of homonymy are hereby drawn to the attention of the

International Commission.

Excerpt from a letter dated 4th November 1957 from

ELLSWORTHC. DOUGHERTYto BENJAMIN G. CHITWOOD

then : Chief Nematologist, State Plant Board of Florida, Gainesville
;

now ; Research Scientist, Laboratory of Comparative Physiology and Morphology

of The Kaiser Foundation, University of California, Berkeley).

" Nema" vs. " Nematode "

My feeUng now about " nema " as against " nematode " is that the

particular virtue of the former hes in the fact that it is a simple and neutral

word for popular use in EngUsh—neutral because, unlike " nematode ", it

does not have the disadvantage of suggesting " toad ". However, I should

like to preserve " nematode " for scientific usage because it is a member of an

international group of cognate words (Nematode ; nematode ;
(der) Nematode ;

nematodo ; HeMaTofla ; etc.). Out of deference to your views I have no

hesitation at using " nema " as a scientific word in joint pubhcation with you.

And, who knows ?—perhaps the latter will take over in time, first in English,

then in other languages. But in my separate pubhcations I shall continue

to use " nematode " in most cases, although sometimes I may use both.
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I amnot much impressed with the arguments of saving secretarial time and
printing expense. Enghsh is replete with redundant letters. I should be
interested in a wide-scale simphfication of spelling, but, short of that, efforts to
simplify isolated words —as with " nematode " (with but 4 extra letters as
compared with " nema ") —seem rather quixotic. However, the argument for
shortness is a valid one ; the problem thus resolves primarily into a question as
to whether the difficulties in changing traditional usage cancel out the
advantage of a shorter word. I rather suspect that the answer to this last is
" yes ". But I feel strongly that you are entitled to present your case. And
I am glad to observe that Systematic Zoology has a hberal editorial policy.*

I should warn you, before you lean too much on the point of inappropriate-
ness of " Nematoda " on the basis of the classical meaning of vT]ix(x.Tu)Srjs, that
the modern Greek word for nema is (to) v-qfio-rSiSes (pi. vrjfioiTwSr]). The
Greeks of today have abandoned the classical meaning of the word and use for

fibrous or filamentous the word tvcoSij? (m., f.), IvS^Ses (n.), which also occurred
in Classic Greek. My informant is a physician who graduated from the
University of Athensf and who studied vr^/xarcoSr^ (!) in medical school in
Greece.

It would be interesting to know when the word vTy/xarwSe? (for nema)
got back into (modern) Greek from the scientific language of western Europe.
In any case, it apparently found no effective resistance to itself despite its

disagreement with a classic word.

The names Nemata, etc.

The following line of reasoning is what makes me somewhat sympathetic
with your espousal of the phylar name NEMATA. I regard, as I beheve you do,
the strongest point in its favor to be that it was the first name given to the
nemas as a phylum unencumbered with the horse-hair worms, i.e., the first

completely rational phylum as we see it nowadays. Against this, however, is

the fact that Rudolphi named an Order NEMATOIDEA,which was ultimately
promoted to the rank of Phylum by Lankester in 1877. A case can be made for

preferring NEMATOIDA(ortho. mut.) to NEMATA—as you have yourself
imphed.

Now where does NEMATODAfit into this ? I'll postpone answering
this question till further on in this letter, for I think the time has come for us
to inspect all three names from a linguistic point of view :

1. NEMATOIDEAand the emendation NEMATOIDA(from v^/ia and
elSos [form] —as explicitly stated by Rudolphi in 1808) ;

2. NEMATODA(from v7j/xaTw8ij?— at least by impUcation)
;

* Chitwood {in press).

t Dr. Peter Stathakos, Department of Internal Medicine, Kaiser Foundation Hospital,
Oakland, California; also compare Kykkotis (1947).
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3. XE3LVTA (from v^fix ; pi. vtJ/xxtx).

At first blush these words all seem to have diflFerent Greek origins. But
it is a bit trickier than it seems. I have not yet seen the book by Burmeister

in which XE^LA.TODES was first used as a group name—in that case for a

family (the book is on order through Interhbrary Loan*) ; but I should be

surprised if I find that he indulged in any esoteric etymological analysis. In

fact, I do not know if anyone has referred to vtj^xtcjBtjs as the basis for

Xematoda. For example. Xeveu-Lemaire (1936, p. 653) gave the following :

-CLASS: NEBIATODA Rudolphi ISOS " and beneath this " (»^,/ix, fil

;

eI5o?, forme) "'. (The Greek circumflex can be written either ~ or ~—hence

vrjfix or vr.fjix —the ~ was a late innovation —of Alexandrine times. I beheve,

hence past the classical period of Attic Greek. I have consistently written

vi]^ix rather than vf,fix purely out of a sense of preference for the historically

classical form.) Xow, Xeveu-Lemaire must be counted as in a sense corect,

for the Greek adjectival suffic -wStj? is derivable from elSos. In the Attic

dialect of Greek, compound words of which the final part came from this word

underwent a contraction of the -o- of the preceding stem with the dipthong
*

€1
'" of etSo? to give o}

" (long " o "). The uncontracted form, -oeiBrjs,

was used in the Ionic dialect (in which the medical writings of Hippocrates

were done, for example). Here are some examples from the LiddeU-Scott

unabridged Greek lexiconj :

dpxxviwBrjs, [dpotxvitJSSJcs, like a cobiceb, Hipp . . .

apxxvo-etSijs.e?. like a cobweb, Hipp . . .

apxxvw^rjs, [dpx;( vtSSJe? = dpxxyoeiSrjs, Arist . . .

From this you can see that Hippocrates, who wrote in the Ionic dialect, used

the imcontracted form (at times), whereas Aristotle, who wrote in the Attic

(classic) dialect, used a contracted form.

I further find the following contracted form in mysmall Greek dictionary J :

" yxarp-whfis, ej [gastr-odes, es] (yxar-qp, efSo?) pot-bellied ".

Despite a fair amoimt of searching, I can find no example of an adjective

ending in -oeiB-qs in that dictionary, but probably because it (the dictionary)

is largely confined to the Attic dialect.

The proper way of transcribing into Latin (i.e., that used by the Roman
scholars of their classic period —some himdred of years later than the " classic

"

Greek period) reqiiired, as I miderstand it, -orfes for -w8t] s and -oidi^ for -ociSi;

?

• Burmeister (1S3T, seen as of 19th February, 19.S8); origin of word not given therein.

t LiddeU & Scott ([1S97]).

i (The) Classic Series (1956).
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(the diphthong ci of Greek generally being reduced to i in Latin). It therefore

follows that nematoidea and nematoda are merely orthographic variants, both
derived from vqfj.a. (gen. v-qficcro?) and efSo?.

The problem does not quite rest there, however. At least as far as the
written language was concerned, it appears to me that Latin did not borrow
very many adjectives of Greek origin ending in -•>;? (m., f.), -e? (n.), for, by
dictionary search at least, I can find very few cases of their having been taken
into Latin at all —let alone in the form that classical rules of transcription

would have required. The reason for this was apparently that adjectives in

r)s, -es, were rather alien to Latin. Actually the stem of such an adjective,

vrjuxTcvS-qs being taken for example, ended in an -e-, as can be seen by
inspecting the alternative genitive form v-qyuxrwhc-o?. Such an adjective

must have posed real problems to the Romans. They would have wanted to

keep it in their third declension, just as it was in Greek —but it was it then
to be (in the nominative singular) nematodes (corresponding to the contracted

Greek nominative singular), or nematodeis (preserving the full Greek stem,

but then resulting in bizarre —for Latin —plural forms), or nematodis (in

which the stem " e " (c) of the Greek was sacrificed) ?

In all my dictionary searching* I have found but one case each of the first

and third alternatives, and none of the second. I cannot now recall the example
of the first ; but for the third, I found :

dapsllis, -e [instead of dapsiles or dapsileis] <8a0iA7j?, -e?

—

sumptuous
(a tjrpical Latin 3rd declension adjective with nom. sing, ending in

-is [ra., f.] and -e [n.]).

One way out for the Romans was to transfer such words to their 1st and
2nd declensions ; in this way they were able to preserve the -e- of the stem.

An example that I have found was :

eugeneus or ius, a, um [instead of eugenes] <ievyGvris, -es —well born.

I found another case where the -r]s,-^s was replaced with -atu^, -ata, -atum,

but cannot locate it now.

Native Latin adjectives ending in -is, -se, or -e* were few and far between
and were 3rd declensional. They included such words as bipes (gen. bipedis)

—

biped ; hebes (gen. hebetis)

—

blunt, dull ; quadrupes (gen. quadriipedis)

—

four-

footed ; etc.

All in all, the -rj ?, -es adjectives must have seemed to the Romans to have
built-in deterrents to word borrowing.

* In Lewis & Short (1907).
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The foregoing analysis is the result of further study since I recast your
footnote 1 in " The Enghsh word ' nema ' revised ",* plus discussion with a
staff member in the Department of Classics. f I would now suggest modifying

the footnote sUghtly (as could be done easUy in proof, I should think) to read

(3rd hne) : "... one probable ..." instead of "
. . . the most probable "

;

also the pi. (m., f.) form would better be written " nematodes " than
" nematodes " (i.e., the macron over the final " e " should be dropped).

To give you an idea of how complex this problem is, I have prepared the

following table

:
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t«.«^r :

''^'''•'' *^^* *^" ^^'"g°^g ^^« pertinence is that, in namingtaxa of organisms one is supposed to use " neo-Latin ". But the plai^TcfIS that
' neo-Latin " is largely a hypothetical entity as far as I can seeZoo ogists certamly need further guides than what we have One thTn^s clear, however

: zoologists have generally acted as if they had hcencetftake Greek stems and add Latin endings to suit their fancy.^ TMs probab yIS no more han just, since the actual Roman practices were chverse andcapricious. (I guess this last fact is as one should 6x^6^ to fi nd Tf fborro.Wng from Greek into Latin went on for s::ll7entl es ^n^^^^^^^^obviously was ample opportunity for styles to change Moreover l.ti!preserved is only what was written. Ob^ously, one Sn have no exa'J idea

to say that there were aU conceivable permutations of possible forms forborrowed words-from those that would have had to be Ltten as f^thfultranscriptions of the exact Greek to very free and radical lafi^zationt)

To get bac^k now to " Nematoda "-one can interpret it in anv one of

(1) " Nematoda " as a transcription of the neuter plural Greek adjective

done m classic Latm with terminal ^ in several situations) ;
^

^^^ "
^rl'^H

" '^*^' ""'"*'' P^*^'^^ "^ " '''''-^^^ ^^i^^'^^ nematodus,
-a, -um, derived from vrjfxxTcLSrjs

;

(3) " Nematoda " as the transcription of .^^.axoiSa, the neuter plural of

Lto lSL a.
'-^'7-7''^°'^'''°^' ='' -^^ (^^^^^^ ™^dbe tenderedmto Latin as nermtodus, -a, -um-this is in a sense a variation ofsaymg what is said under 2) ;

ii<*uoii oi

(4) " Nematoda "as an arbitrary word formed by adding the suffix -a tothe stem nematod- (derived from vr,f.ocrc68r}s).

You pays no money, but you takes your choices anyway if you want to.

is derivlble from ^ r ^ '"^'' '°' "^' '^ ""»' ^'"' '^'^'^ »«"«"««* s^: rXaefr coSp7;:i'„f°S; :^:rifTi
"^"

also must Burmeteter's stem nemM-.
™rds-»,f.« + ..So,, as
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Excerpts from a letter dated 16th November 1957 from

ELLSWORTHC. DOUGHERTYto BENJAMIN G. CHITWOOD

(Editorial Note : Here followed four Aj^pendices (Appendices
II to V). These had already been communicated to the Office

of the Commission by Dr. Dougherty under cover of a letter dated
20th November 1957 with a suggestion that they should be
published in the Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature. In
accordance with this suggestion Dr. Dougherty's letter with the
four accompanying Appendices were placed on the London
Agenda Paper, being allotted the Document Number Document
25/4. That Document has been included in Double-Part 16/17 of
the present volume (: 523-539). This Part was published on 21st

March 1958 ((intl'd) F.H. 23rd March 1958)
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